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Photography in the Elementary
Classroom

By loweLl Thaceon
University of North Dakota

INTRODUCTION

Over the past several year X have had an opportunity to work with a number of
elementary teachers who were beginning to explore the use of photography in their own
classrooms. My association with these teachers developed partly through ray interest
as an amateur PnotngraPner (X usually have a camera in hand as I attend asetinds
throughout the area) and partly as a result of a course I teach at the University.
This course "focuses" on using classroom photography and is offered to undergraduate
students in teacher education. These students have invited me into their ammo=
as they student taught and as they took their first teaching positions. Other teachers
have also shared with me sane of the ideas they have tried.

This article then, will try to share with the reader sale of those ideas that have
been "tried and true." The article will make frequent use of the pronoun "we" . . . .
It refers to the author and the elementary teachers I have =Iced with.

Also, all of the ideas or projects presented in the second section of this article
have involved primary age students in actively manipulating the equitxrent (camera, en-
larger, etc.) but students this age obviously need to be given saw assistance and also
need to be given just the right amount of assistance . . . too much and it beomtss the
teather's project and not the child's; too little and it can be botched up rather badly.
This is not to suggest, however, that classroom photography need always involve the
children in the taking and printing of the pictures. A teacher, for instance, might
want to take pictures of a class trip and have the pictures processed oantercially. A
lot of interesting writing, talking and sharing will still go on once the pictures are
returned and posted on the bulletin board.

Finally . . . the remainder of this article will be organized around the following
eight topics:

1. my use photography in the classroom.
2. Sane projects we have tried.
3. Other projects we would have tried if we had thought of them.
4. Ho; to use a 35am camera.

5. How to develop negatives.

6. How to print black and white pictures.
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7. Hai to process your own color slides.

8. Some books you and your students might find helpful.

WHY USE PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE CLASSROOM

Let me list the whys! First of all] it's "student proofs" students absolutely love
to manipulate the equipment and to see a picture emerge in the developing tray; all
through their own efforts. It's a real turn on for kids . . . it's almost like magic
but even more importantly, the look of surprise and satisfaction in the students' eyes
as they develop that first picture is a thing to behold . . . it's almost as if they
are saying . . . "I did that! Holy Nadkerell (or whatever) I'm really better than I
thought I was!"

Secondly, it builds a certain special kindlof a bond between teacher and students.
This, it seems to me, has been especially true in the classrooms where the teacher is
just beginning to learn to do photography. Perhaps it's because students see "teacher"
for the first time as a "fellow learner ;" perhaps it's because the teacher is "sharing
of self" . . . she/he is not teaching someone else'sknowledge(i.e. knowledge frau a
basal text) but rather sharing with the children fresh, exciting, personal knowledge.
what Arthur Combs would call "using self as instrument." Perhaps it's, as Marshall
NcClune might suggest, "the mediums" taking pictures of the people in the classroom has
to be a fairly intense,personal experience; perhaps this intensifies the human inte -
action in the classroom. Whatever the reason, it does seam to be almost universal and
was probably best described by a teacher who started out with a used $15 camera and a
refrigerator box darkroom who said . . . "It's the most successful idea I've ever
tried. The classroom is different . . . there's an excitement. Kids are anxious to
come to school and the whole class gets alonqinuch better than they did before."

Thirdly, photography has the potential to integrate much of what is normally cov-
ered in the elementary curriculum. Students can, for instance, document through pic-
tures much of the content usually associated with primary social studies (i.e. self,
family, school, carnality, others) while at the same time the students' reading and
writing can be related to their pictures and they can also do a lot of measuring,
counting, estimating, etc.

Last, but not least, much stWort can be found for using photography fray the
leading developmental theorists. Piaget, for instance, would certainly have to agree
that a full range of learning experiences are open to children through photography . .

from the "preoperational" manipulation of the equipment, to the "concrete operations"
of loading film and setting shutter speeds, etc., to the "formal operations" of plan-
ing layouts and designs and composition. JerameBruner'sthree forms of representation
would also seem to be operating in the use of classroom photography; from the students
active, hands on manipulation of the equipment ((tractive) to the organizing and sum,
maxizing of the visual images an the pictures (iconic) to the writing and discussing
and, in a ward, languaging about the pictures and the process of picture taking
(symbolic). Development through several of Erik Erickson's "Eight Stages of Nan"
would also seem to be facilitated through the use of clammaxmaphotography. Specifi-
cally, the development of a positive sense of "industry" (versus a sense of inferiority)
where the teacher is able to . . . "win recognition by producing things" would seem
easily facilitated through the production of reasonably good black and white photo,
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graphs. Other developmental theorists including John Dewey (The School and Society),
Robert White (activation Reconsidered) , Mark Lepper and David Green (me Hidden Costs
of Reward) and David Feldman (sThe Child as Craftsman" , September 1976) could
also be drawn on to support the use of photography in c sroom.

SOME PROJECTS WE HAVE TRIED

One of the most successful projects we have tried focused on "self concept" and
utilized both photography and bookbinding in the process. First of all, individual
pictures were taken and developed of every student in the classroom. Students working
in pairs took pictures of each other after the teacher had set the exposure and focus,
etc. on the camera. Students also helped the teacher print the pictures by running
the exposed prints through the various chemicals. During the time that it took to
take, develop and print the pictures, the students were preparing pages for their "It's
Me Book." The title page of the "It's Me Book" contained the student's name, neatly
printed. The second page contained the student's vital statistics . . . age, height,
weight, color of hair, eyes, etc. Other pages included information about the students'
family, brothers, sisters, parents, drawings of their hare, etc. Still other pages
contained drawings and sheet narratives of things the individual students liked to do,
things they saw themselves as good at, their most exciting experiences, etc. Once all
of the pages were complete and the pictures printed, students bound their pages into a
book and used their pictures on the cover of the book. The covers and the pictures
were covered with clear contact paper and most of the books looked very professional
for second graders.

Two other projects using pictures of individual students also proved to be rather
interesting. One teacher put 5 x 7 pictures of each student at eye level above a tack
board strip. The teacher then displayed samples of the student's work below each
picture. Students seemed to take more pride in their work when it was displayed in
this way and they certainly attached more significance to it than had their work been
displayed more anonymously. The other project involving student portraits is only
recommended for the affluent! This project involved enlarging the pictures to poster
size (fairly costly as you can imagine) and then suspending each from 1 high cement
beamed ceiling. The effect was rather striking. What had been a rather cold, stark
environment had been transformed into a much more aesthetically pleasing and warm
environment with the large, grainy, almost abstract portraits of each student. Not
only was the visual environment enriched but comments made by several of the students
indicated that students identified much more strongly with "their class" and "their
classroom." There was, in all candor, some more or less good natured joking about the
class "uglies." men this pr4..ided the teacher with an opportunity to do a short,
light, informal, "Beauty is in the eye of the beholder" lesson.

Both of these projects - the poster project and the tack strip project - may have
helped children develop a stronger ego identity and self concept. In my own observa-
tions of children it seems to me that very young children come to know "self" initially
through every physical kind of knowing. During the first few months the young child
will show little or no interest in their image as it's reflected in a mirror; somewhat
later children appear to recognize the image as that of a person but do not identify
with it in any way; still later there appears to be some more specific recognition . .

often the child will say "baby" when they see themselves in a mirror and still later a
smile of recognition will appear when mother holds the child up to the mirror and says
the child's name. Still later in the preteen and early teenage years a child's concept
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of self is almost totally related to his/her physical appearance and in fact the impor-
tance of physical self within the broader percept of total self conoeptinay be re-
visited throughout ones life. Although all of the preceding discussion would seen to
have some intuitive appeal and while it is based on a rather large number of observa-
tions (including the observation of my two grandchildren) I know of little literature
or research that addresses this specific question, namely . . . at what stage in a
child's development does the physical (i.e. visual) sense of self emerge and how imr
portant is this physical sense of self in the overall development of a child's self
concept. My own speculation is that it is both early and important . . . it may even
be one of the first percepts in a hierarchy of percepts concerning self that need to be
dealt with at some level before more meaningful or powerful concepts of self can de-
velop. If I'm right about this, the visual images of children displayed in classrooms
takes on added significance.

Another project we had a lot of fun with started out to be a short unit on commu-
nity helpers. It ended up as a multi-media production presented to several upper grade
classrooms and to the local P.T.A. The "mistake" that we made was to Mick; a couple of
the students to go with a teacher's aide and take some black and white pictures of a
few of the community helpers. Once the pictures came back everyone wanted to go out
and take pictures. The second "mistake" we made was to oblige them. Not only did we
give each small group (2-3 children) a chance to go out with the aide to take pictures,
we also loaded color film in the camera, salt along a tape recorder and asked the
children *ale 3) to interview each of the community helpers. We developed the film
right in the classroom (you don't need a darkroom or enlarger to develop color slides)
and the children were thrilled and fascinated with the results. It seemed like an
ideal project to extend a bit so we had than do some writing about jobs and careers
and community helpers. we had than sequence in some order the slides they took; we
had them write scripts and play back parts of their interviews . . . "We asked Mr.
Smith if he likes being a policeman. This is what he had to say about that

" We put all of the parts together and put it on for our own amusement.
The kids ran the projectors and the tape recorders and read their scripts. It went so
well that they wanted to share it with the other third grade class and then with the
fourth graders and then with their parents at P.T.A. It was, I must say, better than
most P.T.A. programs. Again, in all candor, I must say that we gave the students a
lot of help and direction but not so much that the students lost ownership of the
project.

We have also used pictures of individual students for "student of the week" bulle-
tin bomrds. A different student is selected each week and their picture is put on the
board. A student committee then interviews the student and gets some personal informa-
tion - hobbies, outstanding achievements, other places the student has lived, favorite
foods, etc. The committee then makes a collage of this information and puts it on the
board with the student's picture. Meanwhile the teacher will have asked each student
to write a positive statement about the student of the week . . . "I like George be-
cause . . . or I think George is nice because . . . ." The teacher will then have a
few of these statements typed up and will add then to the board. George might even be
asked to bring sane baby pictures or other personal items to be put on the board. A
litt16.ceremony usually follows the completion of the display and on Friday the mate-
rials are packed up and sent home to be shared with the student's parents.

The increased interaction between students and their parents as a result of using
classroom photography was quite unexpected. Instead of the . . . "What did you learn
in school today? . . . Nothing!" . . . dialog that often goes on between parents and
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students, students were anxious to take their class pictures home and tell their par-
ents about what the class was doing. One class even published a newsletter complete
with pictures that they sold to parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles or anyone else
they could can into buying one. Several students have even taught their parents how
to do photography.

The increased interaction between parents, schools and children is not insignifi-
cant. Nany people, including this writer, are convinced that the significant variable
in determining the success a student will achieve in school is directly related to the
extent to which parents show an active interest in the education of their child. If

the parents care and show they care, the student will be successful. If they don't,
the chances of success are drastically diminished.

Same of the teachers in upper grade (third and fourth) classrooms have had stu-
dents do photographic assignments or projects on feelings, attitudes, values, con-
flict, friendship, responsibility and a host of other basically affective topics.
Their involvement in these topics seemed to be much raore animated. Discussions based
on the students' photographs were more intense and the writing that students did in
relation to the various topics seemed sarehagnore insightful.

PROJECTS WE WOULD HAVE DONE IF WE HAD THOUGHT OF THEM

Some additional projects or ideas for using photography in the classroom are
listed briefly below:

1. Students could write and illustrate their own reading hocks with
pictures they take . . . a sort of photographic essay-language
experience.

2. Photographs could be used to document class activities, field trips,
programs, class parties, classroonlvicitors and resource people. A
class album could also be started.

3. Photographs could be used to illustrate student reports. Photo-
graphs can be taken of pictures in books and magazines and used in
the report.

4. Community studies, pictorial essays, white paper reports, current
community issues and even family histories would be enhanced by the
inclusion of pictures taken by the students.

5. Photographs could be used in setting up a classroom or community
"Hall of Pane" . . . famous people, important people, helpful

people . . . .

6. Student exchange letters could contain pictures of the student, their
home, their family, comunity, etc.

7. Photographs made by the teacher or the students could be used to
give children experience in the sequencing of stories, or historical
events, or "how will it turn out" picturls.

8. Carpariscos and contrasts through "here and there," or "then and now"
type of pictures.
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9. History flash cards or geography flash cards or flash cards from
the other social disciplines can be made to present some of the
concepts from these disciplines.

HOW TO USE A 35mn CAMERA

This section might better be titled "How Not to Use a 35m Camera." What we
describe below, ha...ever, is a technique we have worked out that makes using a 35 am
camera almost as easy as using an instamatic camera. As you and your students become
canfortable with using the equipment you will want to take advantage of the versatility
of your 35nre mere but to start with, keep it as simple for the children as you can...
eves if you are an experienced photographer we suggest you try our system for the
first few rolls of film your students do.

Film View Finder
Advance
lever Film Aerind

Shutter Release Button F Stop Dial

Shutter
Speed
Dial

ASA Setting

Step 1: load a roll of Tri X pan (20 exposure) film in your camera. If you are not
sure how to do this, take your camera with you when you buy your film. The
clerk will be happy, I'm sure, to show you how to load the film. He/she will
also try to sell you a "better" camera &id will want to show you how you are
"spozed to" set your camera up. Listen patiently but ignore his/her advice;
do it the way we reccarend below. later you might want to go back and get
more information but try it our way to start with. Also . . . you might want
to ask the clerk how to rewind and unload the film.

Step 2: Setting the dials on the camera. There is a marvelous array of dials and
scales and withers on a 35am camera that give the 35ma a wander us versatility
but it does get just too caoplex for students. We remnant:1 that the teacher
set the camera up as outlined below and then all the student has to do is
"snap the picture."

a. Set the ASA dial at 400. Your Tri X film is rated at 400 ASA. Setting
this dial simply "tells" the camera what kind of film you are using.

b. Set the shutter speed at 250. This determines the length of time the
shutter will remain open. Setting this at 250 means the shutter will
stay open for 1/250 of a second.

c. Set the "F-stop" dial at 16. This will set the size of the opening in

8
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the lens. Like the shutter speed, this setting is really a frac-
tion . . . i.e. 1/16.

d. Set the focus. Fbcus (feet) to infinity (coo). This determines
at what distance your subject will be in "focus" and by setting it
at infinity, your subjects will be in focus from as close as 15 feet
to as far away as several hundred feet or really to infinity.

The cetera is now all set up to take good pictures outside. Pictures taken in
really bright sun might turn out a bit dark (overexposed) and pictures taken in a
heavy overcast might turnout a bit light (underexpcmed) but all should turn out fairly
good . . . maybe not good enough for the professional photographer but your kids will
be thrilled with them.

HOW TO DEVELOP THE NEGATIVES

The evipment and chemicals needed to develop the negatives are shown below:

Changing Developing Can D-76 Stop
Bag Tank Opener Developer Bath

Fixer Scissor

Developing of the negatives is relatively simple but we have usually mixed the
chemicals, unloaded the camera and loomed the film in the developing tank for the
students. The students have done all of the rest including pouring the chemicals,
timing the various processes and washing, wiping and drying the negatives.

Step ls Mix the D-76, the stop bath and the fixer according to directions found on
the package.

Step 2: Load the negatives in the developing tank. This step is sort of tricky so
read through a g below before you start . . . note especially step d.

a. Place the film cartridge, can opener, scissors and developipg tank in
the changing bag, close both zippers tightly and insert your hands into
the elastic holes on the top of the bag. You will be loading the film
into the developing tank inside the changing bag.

b. Take the film out of the cartridge by prying off the "short" end of the
cartridge with the pointed end of the can opener and pulling the film off.

C4 Take the scissors and cut the narrow leader off the one end of the film
and also cut the plastic reel off the other end.

di. Open the developing tank, take out the reel and load the strip of film
on this reel. This is done by winding the film around the reel and into
the grooves at either side of the reel. The grooves separate the film
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so that the chemicals can flow freely around all of the film. This is the
most difficult part of the process and Itcu will want to practice this step
with an old roll of exposed negatives or with a strip rather ridgid

cut to the sane size as your strip of film (1 3/8" 201) . It's
Egerrto practice this out in the daylight before you auctua3ly begin. Once
you get good at doing it, close your eyes and try it. If you can still
do it you are ready to try it in the changing bag.

e. Once you have loaded the film on the reel, put the reel back in the
developing tank (long end up) and put the cover back on the tank. The
tank is light proof so you can now take the tank out of the changing bagr.

Step 3: Make sure that your chemicals are at roam temperature (aPProdneitelY 68-70
degrees) and develop your negatives as outlined below:

a. Fill the developing tank with D-76 (pour through hole in top, don't take
the cover off); slosh the D-76 around gently a bit every minute or so;
leave the D-76 in for 9 minutes then pour it out through the slots in the
top (again . . . don't remove cover). The D-76 can be reused so pour it
back into your 1}-1ig--rontainer.

Step 4: Fill the developing tank with stop bath; slosh the stop bath around gently
for one minute. Pour the stop bath back into your stop bath container.

Step 5: Fill the developing tank with fixer; slosh around every minute or so; pour
back into fixer container after 4 minutes.

Step 6: Wash the negatives for 15 or 20 minutes under a cool water tap by allowing the
water to flow into the center hole in the tank and out the side slots.

Step 7: After 15 minutes take the reel out of the tank, remove the film from the reel
and dry the film by taking a soft, dampened paper towel and drawing your film
very slowly through the towel so that both sides of the negative are wiped
free of excess water.

Step 8: Hang negatives up to dry in a reasonably dust free place.

HOW TO PRINT BLACK AND WHITE PICTURES

The equipment and materials you will need to print black and white pictures are
as follows:

Enlarger Three Developing Trays

. 10
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An Easel A Safe Light

1

Delctol Stop Fix

PRINTING AND ENLARGING YOUR PICTURES

1. Mix the chemicals and fill the 3 trays with Dektol, stop bath and fixer. Make
sure the teuperature is about 700.

Deictol Stop Bath

Cl

R.C. Photo Paper

Fixer

2. Insert your negative in the enlarger. Turn off the roan lights and turn an the
safe light. Iv= the enlarger an and open the lens to its widest (brightest)
setting.

Insert negative here

Cpen lens here
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. Move the enlarger up or down until the picture is the size you want.

loosen knob and adjust enlarger

. Adjust the lens so that the picture is in sharp focus.

Focus the picture using the
foctsinglusi) (on some enlargers
the lens itself is turned to
focus the picture)

5. Turn the enlarger off and insert a sheet of photographic paper in the easel.

6. Make a test print by setting the lens (F stop) at 8. Hold a piece of cardboard
over the paper and turn the enlarger cn. Now move the cardboard back a bit to

expose a narrow strip of the paper for 5 seconds. Move the cardboard back a bit
more and expose the section now uncovered for another 5 seconds. Continue to nave
the cardboard back every 5 seconds until you reach the end of the paper, then turn
the enlarger off.
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7. Process your test print by putting it in each of the chemicals for the prescribed
time.

--------

Stop Bath: 1/2 gin. Fixer: 2-4 min.

8. Look at your picture and decide which "strip" is best. The picture will appear
a bit darker under safe light than it really is You might want to turn on the
roan light to decide which strip is really best. If you do, make sure all of
your photographic paper is secure in a light proof package.

M
\ii i

/

\
V A

5 sec. 10 sec. 15 sec. 20 sec. 25 sec.

(Select the
best strip)

9. Check the focus of your picture and make a final print exposing the paper for the
amount of time you selected in 8 above. The process for printing the other
pictures on the roll is the same. You probably will not have to make a test
print of each one. If your negatives are reasonably consistent, they should turn
out all right using the same exposure time as you used in your first print.

10. Wash or soak your pictures for 10-15 minutes in a sink. It's best to leave the
cold water tap on so that the chemicals are flushed away.

1,161<> 0 _

0 =
U ©o

Cold water wash
(about 68° to 65°)

11. rmy your prints. If you used an PC paper, the prints can be wiped off with a photo
wipe or paper towel and hung up to dry. If you have not used an BC paper the
prints will have to be dried in a blotter or an electric dryer.

Wipe BC prints off and hang up
to dry.
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HOW TO PROCESS YOUR COLOR SLIDES

Processing color slides is really easier than processing black and white prints.
The only equipment and materials you will need include:

Changing
Bag

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Developing
Tank

Themoneter

1

E-6
Processing
Kit

Mix the 4 chemicals found in the E-6 kit.

Load the film in the developing tank using
Step 2 of "How To Develop Your Negatives."

Fill the developing tank with chemicals as
tamed in the E-6 kit.

Remove film, dry and mount in slide mounts.

Film Slide
Haunts

the changing bag as described in

described in the instructions coin

Film strips for use in the classroom can also be made in basically the sane way.
The only difference being that you leave the whole roll of film intact instead of
cutting and mounting each frame in a slide mount and . . . you need to hold the camera
"sideways" when you take the pictures.

Hold (=era sideways when making filmstrips:

SOS BOWLS YOU AND YOUR STUDENTS MIGHT FIND HELPFUL

Benedict, Joel A. Photography for Kids. Media Research and Development, Arizona
State University, Taupe, AZ, 1976.

Coe, Brian. The Birth of Photography. Taplinger Publishing Company, New York, 1977.

Czaja, Paul Clement. Writing With Light. Chathzan Press, Riverside, Connecticut, 1973.
The author presents photography as a rewarding means of personal expression and
ocemunicaticrt. Also included in this 96 page book are instructions for making
pictures, the workings of the camera, film, developing, etc. Beautifully illus-
trated with photographs.

Eastman Kodak Carreny. Elements of Visual Literacy. Kodak Publications No. T-25,
Rochester, NY, 1969.
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FOrbes, Robin. Click, a First Camera Book. Macmillan Press, New York, 1979.
Simple instructions for those learning to handle the camera for the first time.

Jacobs, Mark and Kokrada, Ken. Photography in Focus. National Textbook. Company,
Skokie, IL, 1975.

Scharf, Aaron. Pioneers of Photography. Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York, 1976.

Schaffer, Victor B. The Seeing Eye. Charles Scribner and Sons, 1971.
The Seeing Eye is an appreciation of .shat is beautiful in nature and an explana-
tion of why we find these things beautiful. This 48 page book is divided into
three sections: form, texture and color. Beautiful color photographs are
grouped accordingly.
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students, students were anxious to take their class pictures home and tell their par-
ents about what the class was doing. One class even published a newsletter complete
with pictures that they sold to parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles or anyone else
they could con into buying one. Several students have even taught their parents how
to do photography.

The increased interaction between parents, schools and children is not insignia-
cant. Many people, including this writer, are convinced that the significant variable
in determining the success a student will achieve in school is directly related to the
extent to which parents show an active interest in the education of their child. If
the parents care and show they care, the student will be successful. If they don't,
the chances of success are drastically diminished.

Some of the teachers in upper grade (third and fourth) classrooms have had stu-
dents do photographic assignments or projects on feelings, attitudes, values, con-
flict, friendship, responsibility ands host of other basically affective topics.
Their involvement. in these topics seemed to bemodhimore animated. Discussions based
on the students' photographs were more intense and the writing that students did in
relation to the various topics seemed somehow more insightful.

PROJECTS WE WOULD HAVE DONE IF WE HAD THOUGHT OF THEM

Some additional projects or ideas for using photography in the classroo are
listed briefly below:

1. Students could write and illustrate their own reading books with
pictures they take . . . a sort of photographic essay - language

experience.

2. Photographs could be used to document class activities, field trips,
programs, class parties, classroom visitors and resource people. A
class album could also be started.

3. Photographs could be used to illustrate student reports. Photo-
graphs can be taken of pictures in books and magazines and used in
the report.

4. Caanunity studies, pictorial essays, white paper reports, current
community issues and even family histories would be enhanced by the
inclusion of pictures taken by the students.

5. Photographs could be used in setting up a classroom or community
"Hall of Fame" . . . famous people, ineortant people, helpful
people

6. Student exchange letters could contain pictures of the student, their

home, their family, (=unity, etc.

7. Photographs nede by the teacher or the students could be used to
give children experience in the sequencing of stories, or historical

out" pictures.or "how will it turn

8. Ccupariscms and contrasts through "here and there," or "then and now"

type of pictures.


